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RBLOB RADIO GROUP 
 

DIPLOMA MONUMENTI DI SAN MICHELE 
 (St. Michael Monuments Award)  

http://www.rblob.com/dmsm/index.asp  
 

 
 
 

THE UNITED KINGDOM RULES + IRELAND OR ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

D. M. S. M. Rules - Valid for contacts from 01 January 2019  
New rules from 01 july 2021 

 
1) RBLOB Radio Group, issue the Saint Michael Monuments Award (hereafter abbreviated D.M.S.M.), which 
will be released to OM and to SWL, in order to raise awareness of the buildings or places dedicated to St. 
Michael the Archangel, valuing the architectural heritage and historical structures dedicated to St. Michael 
in all over the world. 
 
2) All the references, assigned by the award manager D.M.S.M., will bring the abbreviation SM. The list is 

available on the Web site: http://www.rblob.com/dmsm/index.asp 
 
3) The expeditioner may use his own call or any other authorized call following the law standing  in his own 
country. All contacts, activities and heard, may be effected in alle the modes allowed. The use of LSB/USB 
during the activity is obligatory. QRP is forbidden. 
 
4) The expeditioners are required to announce their activities on the dedicated Whatsapp group or at 
dmsm@rblob.com.  Any announced activation will entitle the exclusive, and no other expeditioner  can 
activate the specificied reference (s) on that particular day, unless to be part of the same structure of the 
advertiser. The exclusive period is 7 days including the day when the news appeared on the group or by 
email. In case of impediment, the activator must promptly give information, committing himself to conduct 
the activation on another date, in pain of the loss of the possibility of obtaining other exclusive activities. 
Likewise, those who violate the exclusive period they will be punished and their activitities will be 
considered void. 
 
5)  In order to obtain the validation of the reference the expeditioners of the D.M.S.M. will have to remain 
on air no less than one hour, and to make a minimum of 80 QSO. If the activity is combined with other 
awards, the QSO number must correspond to what is required by the respective rules, but it’s required  the 
minimum of 80 qsos. 
 
6) Two references may be activated per day. Even together, as long as they are separate and are part of the 
same town or department (for the French), with effect from 01/07/2021. 
 
7)  There is no limit of distance from  the reference, the operator is authorized to do the activity from his 
own home or in portable, as he prefers. 
 
8)  The logs of D.M.S.M. activities must be sent by e-mail in "ADIF" format  to dmsm@rblob.com  within 10 
days, accompanied by two or more photos: one which depicts the only reference,  and if the operator is 
able, the reference KMZ taken from Google Earth. 
 
9. The QSOS/HRD have validity for Italy, from 1 June 2019, for the foreign countries from 01 January 2019. 
The D.M.S.M. award will be issued to any O.M. or S.W.L. who will require it to dmsm@rblob.com . The 
award is free and it will be sent to applicants, only in .PDF or. Jpg format. 
 
10. SWL must send their log in ADIF format, in order to work their data. 
 

http://www.rblob.com/dmsm/index.asp
https://ssl.microsofttranslator.com/bv.aspx?from=&to=en&a=http://www.rblob.com/dmsm/index.asp
mailto:dmsm@rblob.com
mailto:dmsm@rblob.com
mailto:dmsm@rblob.com
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There are three (3) versions of the Award: Hunter, Expeditioner and S.W.L. 
 
Expeditioners  
 11. To obtain the awards, the expeditioner must activate the following numbers of references: 

   1)   step:      25  References Award  
2)   step:      50  References Award   
3)   step:    100  References Award  
5)   step:   300   References Award  
 

      Further advances with awards are foreseen, every 100 references activated. 
               
Hunters Section 
 
12. To obtain the award, the Hunter/S.W.L.  must be contact/heard the following number of   references: 

1)  step:       25  References  Award      
2)  step:       50  References  Award 
3)  step:     100  References     Award + Plaque, on request  (€ 50 + sending charges) 
4)  step:     200  References  Award + Plaque, on request  (€ 50 + sending charges) 
5) step:       300 References  Award + Plaque, on request  (€ 50 + sending charges) 

 
      Further advances with awards, every 100 references activated. 

  
      It’s necessary the possession of the first step to get the next one. 
 
13) The rankings of Hunters, Expeditioners, and S.W.L. who will get award D.M.S.M., will be published on 

the website http://www.rblob.com/dmsm/index.asp  and updated automatically. 
 
14) QSL confirmations are not necessary, it’s sufficient to be in the log of the activator. 
 
15) Anyone who find possible new references, please inform  dmsm@rblob.com and, if correct they will be 

added to the database. 
 
16) The activity, for the purposes of the Award, is considered valid only if done in respect of the D.M.S.M. 
       Rules. 

 
17) Due to the European law 679/2016 (DGPR), about the privacy, from  2018/05/25, we specify:  
 a) the personal data are: CALL, NOME and/or SURNAME, TOWN, COUNTRY, E-MAIL, PHOTOS; 
 b) All data will be used  only to partecipate to the radio activity for the award; 
 c) We require, both expeditioners and hunters, the consent to the processing of datas sending an e-

mail privacy@rblob.com specifyimg CALL, NAME and SURNAME, TOWN, COUNTRY, E-MAIL ADDRESS, 
PHOTOS,  and to confirm: 

  - to have red the information published at  
              https://www.rblob.com/privacy_cookie.asp . 
  - to consent the personal data processing; 
  -  to consent for the data publication on the web portals RBLOB. 
  - to consent the use of e-mails for communications concerning the award. 
 d) In case of non-consent, all data will be used for the partecipation only and if activity credit or the 

advancement in ranking as hunter is required,  it will be published the call only; 
 e) To be aware that in case of opposition to the treatment and/or the request to delete the data from 

the servers, in accordance with the DGPR 679/2018, by e-mail addressed to privacy@rblob.com, the 
participation to the award will be cancelled, with the consequent cancellation from the rankings too. 

 
18) The consent is required only once. 
  

http://www.rblob.com/dmsm/index.asp?menu=classif
mailto:ik1awv@gmail.com
mailto:privacy@rblob.com
https://www.rblob.com/privacy_cookie.asp
mailto:privacy@rblob.com
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19) The operator who behaves wrongly, in contravention of the award rules, the HAM Spirit, or he 
maintains an inappropriate or little appropriate behavior to normal coexistence, may be wary, 
suspended or disagreed by the Manager's and the Technical’s Manager discretion. 

 
20) These rules may be subjected to changes, the same can happen to the graphical format of the  
       Certificates and prizes 
 
Award Manager Salvatore: - IK1AWV 
Technical Manager – IZ4AFM 
Webmaster IW8BZ 
 


